
Poems to write for your Poetry Book 
 
 
My Favorite Poem/Song Lyric 
 
Type in your favorite poem or song lyric as your first poem. Include 
the author and date it was written. If it is a song, make sure the 
lyrics are school appropriate and include the song writer and album. 
 
Introduction Poem 
 
This poem should introduce yourself and should begin and end with the 
following  
line: 
 
I am __________ __________. 
 
In between, you should write 4 truthful statements about yourself and 4 
lies.  Then, the idea is to 
mix them up so that telling truth from fiction may be difficult. 
 
Example: 
 
I am Paula Jones. 
I am sixteen years old. 
I ride wild stallions. 
I collect foreign coins. 
My sister has six fingers on her left hand. 
My mother and I always get along. 
Time has stood still for me. 
An arsonist destroyed my home. 
My father is a mole in the CIA. 
I am Paula Jones. 
 
Circle Poem 
 
A.  Write a poem where your title "triggers" the word or phrase of your 
first line, which in turn 
"triggers" the next line,  
     and so forth. 
B.  Try to surprise us with each new line, taking us each time to a new 
world 
     - - taking us on a rich various trip through time, place, ideas, 
objects, 
     colors, tastes, names, and so forth. 
C.  Your poem will end when your last line "circles back" to the 
beginning,  
    approximating your title. 
D.  Look at the examples.  Your poem should have at least 10 words. 
 
Snow Tracks                        Vikings 
*                             * 
Bird madness                       Scandinavia 
*                             * 
Petroglyphs                        snow 
*                             * 



Tombstones                         white 
*                             * 
Stonehenge                         elves 
*                             * 
The Great Wall                     magic 
*                             * 
Yin-Yang                           night 
*                             * 
Lost & Found                       owl 
*                             * 
Wedding gown                       wise 
*                             * 
No sound                           man 
*                             * 
Wet windowpane                     primates 
*                             * 
Snowbound                          orangutan 
* 
                                   red 
                              * 
                                   autumn 
                              * 
                                   leif 
                               
 
Extended Metaphor Poem 
 
1.  Define metaphor 
2.  What is an extended metaphor? 
3.  Using extended metaphor, write a poem about poetry, the poet, or 
the poem. 
4.  First, establish through a simile what the poet is like.   
    For example, you might compare the poet to an athlete.  Then,  
    throughout the remainder of the poem, talk about the poet 
exclusively in terms of the athlete - - how he or she trains, 
practices, performs, does well, and does poorly. 
 
Example:  Flaming Poetry 
 
* 
                   Poetry 
       is like 
        flames, 
     which are  
           swift and elusive 
        dodging realization. 
 Sparks, like words on the 
      paper, leap and dance in the 
flickering firelight.  The fiery 
   tongues, formless and shifting 
       shapes tease the imagination. 
              Yet for those who see, 
                 through their mind's  
            eye, they burn 
     up the page. 
Concrete Poem 
 



1.  Concrete poetry uses the words and the form of the poem to convey 
the  
    same meaning so that they are difficult to separate one from the 
other.  Form is meaning. 
2.  Read the example, and then create your own concrete poem.  Do not 
choose 
    a simple object such as a circle, pencil, or a table. 
 
A 
poem 
can play 
with the wind 
and dart and dance 
and fly about in the mind 
like a kite in the cloudy white 
sky at so dizzy a height it 
seems out of reach but 
is waiting to be 
very gently 
pulled 
down 
to  
the 
         page 
     below 
     by a 
string 
   of 
musical 
    words 
 
Haiku Poem 
 
Haiku is a type of Japanese poetry that has seventeen syllables and 
just  
three lines.  It is a short poem that captures a moment in nature. 
 
Line 1         Five syllables 
Line 2         Seven syllables 
Line 3         Five syllables 
 
Examples: 
 
     A bitter morning 
     Sparrows sitting together 
     Without any necks. 
 
     How beautifully 
     That kite soars up to the sky 
     From the small boy's hand. 
 
Write three haiku poems about one aspect of nature;  include a one  
sentence description of what all three poems are about.  For example,  
you could write three haiku poems about three different types of birds 
or  
three different types of flowers.  Your one sentence description would  



tell both what the poems are about, and what point you are making in 
your poems. 
 
Cinquain Steps (sin-kan steps) 
 
Cinquain Steps are much like Haiku in that they are a "syllable count" 
poem.  Your subject can be 
about anything, and it doesn't even have to rhyme.   
 
Example: 
     1st line:   2 syllables 
     2nd line:  4 syllables 
     3rd line:  6 syllables 
     4th line:  8 syllables 
     5th line:  2 syllables 
Number Poem 
 
For this poem, you will use a number (telephone, social security, 
birthday,  
etc.) that has some meaning for you.  This will determine the number of  
syllables per line.  You must have at least six lines, and zeros (0) 
count  
as ten (10). 
 
Example: 
 
254-5672 
 
Line 1:  2 syllables 
Line 2:  5 syllables 
Line 3:  4 syllables 
Line 4:  5 syllables 
Line 5:  6 syllables 
Line 6:  7 syllables 
Line 7:  2 syllables 
 
Pantoums 
 
A Pantoum is a poem where you write eight lines of a sixteen line poem 
with  
a preset rhyme scheme.  Don't let all the lines confuse you.  This is  
really fairly simple if you follow the directions. 
 
Step 1:  Write the first four lines with a rhyme scheme of abab. 
Step 2:  Copy lines 2 and 4 to lines 5 and 7. 
Step 3:  Write lines 6 and 8 (rhyme = c) 
Step 4:  Copy lines 6 and 8 to lines 9 and 11. 
Step 5:  Write lines 10 and 12 (rhyme = d) 
Step 6:  Copy lines 10 and 12 to lines 13 and 15 
Step 7:  Copy lines 3 and 1 to lines 14 and 16 ( in that order) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PANTOUMS 



 
     Line #                             Rhyme Scheme 
     1                                  a 
     2                                  b 
     3                                  a 
     4                                  b 
2    5                                  b 
     6                                  c 
4    7                                  b 
     8                                  c 
 
6    9                                  c 
     10                                 d 
8    11                                 c 
     12                                 d 
 
10   13                                 d 
3    14                                 a 
12   15                                 d 
1    16                                 a 
 
 
 
Once you have written all your poems to the forms listed above, pick 
the one you think is the best and re-write it on the first page of your 
poetry book.  
 
 
The entire poetry unit will consist of: 
 
Poetry Book/Journal using Moodle 
Terminology 
Poetry Analysis using DDIST 
Test on Poetry Terms 
Illuminated Sonnet  


